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Abstract - In this gift state of affairs Advancement in 
technologies results in several malfunction activities that can’t 
be detected or diagnosing, video camera piracy has nice 
impact on the flick trade, though some watermarking 
technologies will track the motion picture pirate, the video 
content viewed within the theater could also be affected and 
that they cannot impede the necessity of pirated motion 
picture as a result of the watermarks in pirated moves square 
measure invisible. This project presents a replacement 
technique to defeat TV camera piracy and understand content 
protection within the theater employing a new paradigm of 
knowledge show technology, referred to as Temporal Psycho 
visual Modulation (TPVM) that utilizes the variations between 
the human-eye perception associate degreed camera image 
forming to stack an invisible pattern on digital screen and 
projector. the pictures shaped in human vision square measure 
continuous integration of the sunshine field, whereas distinct 
sampling is employed in digital video acquisition that has 
“blackout” amount in every sampling cycle. supported this 
distinction, we will decompose a motion picture into a group 
of show frames with specific patterns and broadcast them out 
at high speed in order that the audience cannot notice any 
disturbance, whereas the video frames captured by TV camera 
can contain extremely objectionable artifacts. The pattern 
embedded within the movies may is chase data to reveal the 
one responsibility for the TV camera piracy.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Dual-view display aims to present two different images 
simultaneously on a single medium. The most proven 
technology used for dual-view display is the existing 
stereoscopic 3D (S3D) techniques that provide two 
views for the left and right eyes, respectively. In S3D 
displays, four types of methods are generally used to 
separate the left and right views in a single screen: 
temporal multiplexing, spatial multiplexing, color 
multiplexing, and angular multiplexing. Instead of two 
views for the left and right eyes, S3D techniques can be 
used to provide two different views for two different 
users where each uses both eyes see the same view. 
For the temporal multiplexing, spatial multiplexing, 
and color multiplexing methods, users can see two 

different views using two different pairs of glasses. The 
left and right sides of each pair of the glasses use the 
same filter. For the angular multiplexing method, two 
viewers from different viewing angles can see two 
different images and additional optical elements are 
not needed. 

In this paper, we focus on the dual-view display system 
that only explores the spatial psycho visual redundancy 
of display. Under current commercially available 
polarized 3D displays, several applications have been 
proposed and implemented based on the dual-view 
display technique. There are another screen sharing 
solutions like the LG’s ”DUAL PLAY” system and Sony’s 
Dual View display which rely on using two different 
types of viewing glasses to differentiate the audiences. 
However, the advance of the TPVM/SPVM over another 
solution is that Instead of letting the glasses-free view a 
meaningless mixture of all the glasses-aided views, the 
newly invented SPVM preprocesses the display 
contents to make sure that the glasses-free view Y0 can 
be used. After all, glasses-free view is the most normal 
and comfortable way for the users. In our system, we 
preprocess the display signal for each projector to 
ensure that majority of the audiences, can see subtitle 
in a default language with naked eyes while another 
group of audiences, with polarizer glasses can watch 
the movie with subtitle in the other language. Finally, 
the proposed methodology is illustrated in practice 
through examples implemented in a simulation 
environment and through a physical prototype. 

1.1 PROPOSED SYSTEM SUMMARY 
 
As a preventive action against the video camera piracy, 
several watermarking technologies are planned. The 
main plan of these techniques is to engraft a observably 
message into the picture show. The message indicates 
the rostrum that was distributed, the instrumentality 
on that is shown, the date and time of showing, and 
maybe data distinctive the trained worker. If movies 
square measure pirated and therefore the illegitimate 
recordings square measure transmitted via the net or 
another route, then the message may be extracted from 
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the pirated movies to reveal the person or organization 
chargeable for the unauthorized unharness. As a 
rhetorical tool, following data provides the content 
owner data to assist manage the piracy downside and 
is an extra police investigation and a deterrent to 
future piracy. However, there square measure 2 issues 
with watermarking techniques. First, they cannot 
hinder or defeat camera piracy directly as a result of 
the watermarks within the pirated movies square 
measure invisible and not objectionable enough. 
Second, though by strict definition, the alteration of 
watermarking should be impalpable, each visually and 
audibly. Potential sensory activity artifacts square 
measure still left by the watermark embedding 
method, the video content viewed within the theatre 
could also be affected. 
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Figure.1 Proposed System Architecture 

2. SYSTEM APPLICATIONS 

2.1 PATTERN EMBEDDING 

When playing movies in theater, the projector emits 
frames that are embedded with some specific patterns 
in real time. Based on TPVM display technology, 
pirated movies recorded by camcorder will contain 
some artifacts which degrade the visual quality of the 
movie severely, where the visual quality of audiences 
will not be affected. 

2.2 PATTERN EXTRACTION 

By analyzing the pirated movies uploaded to the 
Internet, the tracking information can be extracted to 
determine the theater and show time at which the 
pirated movies were made. Revealing the organization 

responsibility for the illegal release and making the 
organization to improve the preventive measures to 
defeat anti-piracy 

2.3 FRAME CONVERSION 

Frame rate  is the  frequency  at which 
consecutive images called frames appear on a display. 
The term applies equally to film and video 
cameras, computer graphics, and motion 
capture systems. Frame rate may also be called 
the frame frequency, and be expressed in hertz. The 
input video is converted to total number of frames, 
which is frame conversion. 

3. ALGORITHM 

Temporal Psycho visual Modulation (TPVM) 

In the  TPVM design, a  display of  high refresh  rate  
broadcasts atom frames, and  different viewers  can  
autonomously  perceive  self-directed  images  by  
using  display-synchronized modulated viewing 
devices and their own HSV to fuse the atom frames, 
opto electronically and psycho visually  in  cascade,  as  
depicted .  This process endows the TPVM display 
paradigm with the attractive  functionality of 
concurrent multiple  exhibitions on a same single 
screen, which greatly extends the usability of digital 
displays.  When used in applications of virtual reality 
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) TPVM can provide, in 
conjunction with motion sensors, multiple viewers 
with different real-time self-centered eye tracking 
perspectives. TPVM display paradigm greatly reduces 
the computation power and video memory bandwidth 
required by real-time VR/AR applications, because a 
small number of atom frames, which can be pre 
computed for a particular 3D environment, are used to 
synthesize a range of different perspective views 
through appropriate attenuations of the active viewing 
devices and psycho visual processing of HSV. Indeed, 
on a frame for frame comparison the number of 
modulation weights to be communicated to viewing 
devices is negligible versus the number of pixels to be 
redrawn in the current practice. 

4. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In gauzy systems an observer watches a scene part 
occluded by a show. During this show, sometimes 
positioned near to the observer, a neighborhood of the 
background scene is shown, yielding the feeling that 
the show is clear. To attain the transparency result, it's 
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vital to compensate the optical phenomenon error and 
alternative distortions caused by the image acquisition 
system. An in depth study of a video gauzy 
methodology with optical phenomenon correction is 
performed. In an exceedingly system composed by two 
cameras  one directed to the user and another to the 
background scene and a show, the relative position 
between the user, the show and also the scene is 
calculable employing a feature detection algorithmic 
program and also the optical phenomenon error is 
stipendiary forward a flat scene model. The appliance 
of the projected methodology on Driver help Systems 
(DAS) is projected. A time multiplexed dual-view show 
device employing a blue section liquid is projected. 
During this style, a vertical field switch blue section 
liquid panel is employed to attain high transmission 
and quick response. Combined with a directional 
backlight module, this device will gift two totally 
different pictures to viewers consecutive. The 
projected device has advantage fully special resolution. 
In this paper one aperture movie camera supported 
holoscopic imaging won’t to generate high-resolution 
stereoscopic image. The thought of single aperture 
camera reduces the terribly cumbersome and 
expensive of twin cameras in stereoscopic production. 
The camera is thought as light-weight field camera, that 
was initial projected in 1908 by lippmann. The 
rendering methodology relied on up sampling, shift 
and group action of various views to extract stereo 
pictures. This is often the primary experiment tried to 
come up with stereo kind holoscopic content on motion 
capturing, wherever researchers to this point are 
experimenting on still pictures. During this paper 
presents movie image rendering on holoscopic content 
to come up with content for stereoscopic systems. We 
have dispensed experiments with centered ploneptic 
camera on one stage spatial relation, integral camera 
arrangement capturing each horizontal and vertical 
optical phenomenon, employing a low value lens array 
and relay lens. This project introduces an information 
security show system victimization temporal 
psychovisual modulation. TPVM was projected as a 
replacement information show technology 
victimization the interaction of signal process, 
optoelectronics and experimental psychology. Since the 
human sensory system cannot find fast temporal 
changes higher than the sparkle fusion frequency and 
nevertheless fashionable show technologies provide a 
lot of higher refresh rates, there's an opportunity for 
one show to at the same time serve totally different 

contents to multiple observers. . A TPVM show 
broadcasts a group of pictures known as atom frames 

at a high speed, and people atom frames square 
measure then weighted by liquid (LC) shutter based 
mostly viewing devices that square measure 
synchronous  with the show before coming into the 
human sensory system and fusing into the required 
visual stimuli and totally different viewing devices, 
individuals will see totally different info. During this 
work, we have a tendency to develop a TPVM based 
mostly info security show epitome. There square 
measure 2 varieties of viewers, those approved 
viewers with the viewing devices United Nations 
agency will see the key info and people unauthorized 
viewers (bystanders) while not the viewing devices 
United Nations agency solely see mask/disguise 
pictures. The epitome is made on a a hundred and 
twenty rate  screen with synchronous  LC shutter 
glasses that were originally developed for stereoscopic 
display Dual-language annotation for in-theatre flick 
exhibition could be a helpful technique to facilitate the 
understanding of the flick for audiences from nations 
and with different cultural backgrounds. Currently, the 
foremost widespread answer is that the direct 
superimposition of subtitles in an exceedingly try of 
various languages over the flick, e.g. English + Chinese 
which may usually be seen in cinema in China 
nowadays. a comprehensible downside of this easy 
answer is that the subtitle space usually occludes the 
flick contents and even becomes annoying for the 
audience. During this paper, we have a tendency to 
propose a replacement special Psychovisual 
Modulation (SPVM) based mostly answer to the dual-
language subtitling drawback. SPVM could be a new 
paradigm of knowledge show exploiting the match 
between high resolution of the trendy optoelectronic 
displays and restricted spacial resolution of the human 
sensory system (HVS). During this work, we have a 
tendency to style a synchronic dual-subtitle exhibition 
system victimization a pair of synchronous  projectors. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We propose a tracking of illegal recording of movie 
with exact location, date and time. Different from 
previous work , this project  presents a new scheme to 
defeat camcorder recording piracy and realize content 
protection in theatre using new information display 
technologies. We summarize the heuristic algorithm 
for the dual view display propose an iterative 
algorithm to improve the performance of the systems 
based on the shape of spatial integration of human 
eyes. 
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6. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
 
As future work, we can extract location of illegal 
recording of video .It reduces huge loss to film maker. 
It enhances security measures where encoding and 
decoding can be done with low cost .It reveals 
particular date and time. 
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